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to the simple linear feedforward model (Jones and
Palmer, 1987a; Volgushev et al., 1996; Gardner et al.,
1999). To account for the apparent mismatch between
orientation tuning and receptive field geometry, several
groups have developed models of simple cell orientation
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selectivity that depend less on the spatial organizationEvanston, Illinois 60208
of the feedforward inputs from the LGN, but instead
focus on feedback connections from other cortical cells
(Douglas and Martin, 1991; Ben-Yishai et al., 1995;Summary
Douglas et al., 1995; Somers et al., 1995; Suarez et al.,
1995; Hansel and Sompolinsky, 1996; Ben-Yishai et al.,From the intracellularly recorded responses to small,
1997; Adorja´n et al., 1999). In these models, the aggre-rapidly flashed spots, we have quantitatively mapped
gate geniculate input to a simple cell is poorly orientationthe receptive fields of simple cells in the cat visual
tuned. A cell’s orientation tuning is then sharpened rela-cortex. We then applied these maps to a feedforward
tive to the tuning of its input by the cortical circuit,model of orientation selectivity. Both the preferred ori-
specifically by excitatory feedback among iso-orientedentation and the width of orientation tuning of the
cells and inhibitory feedback among cross-orientedresponses to oriented stimuli were well predicted by
cells. The width of tuning is therefore determined notthe model. Where tested, the tuning curve was well
by the spatial organization of the geniculate input, but bypredicted at different spatial frequencies. The model
the orientation specificity of intracortical connections.was also successful in predicting certain features of
Because of their dependence on cortical interconnec-the spatial frequency selectivity of the cells. It did not
tions, feedback models predict that inactivation of thesuccessfully predict the amplitude of the responses
cortical circuit would seriously degrade the orientationto drifting gratings. Our results show that the spatial
tuning. Yet this is not the case (Ferster et al., 1996;organization of the receptive field can account for a
Chung and Ferster, 1998). We are therefore left with anlarge fraction of the orientation selectivity of simple
apparent contradiction: while the inactivation experi-cells.
ments do not support the feedback models, the quanti-
tative comparisons of orientation tuning to receptiveIntroduction
field maps make linear feedforward models seem inade-
quate (Jones and Palmer, 1987a; Volgushev et al., 1996;In Hubel and Wiesel’s feedforward model of the visual
Gardner et al., 1999). This contradiction, however, couldcortex, orientation selectivity arises from the alignment
in theory be resolved by the so-called iceberg effect. Inof the receptive fields of geniculate neurons presynaptic
two of the previous experiments (Jones and Palmer,to each simple cell (Hubel and Weisel, 1962). Hubel and
1987a; Gardner et al., 1999), measurements of receptiveWeisel’s model, and indeed most feedforward models
field geometry and orientation tuning were made extra-of cortical function, makes a strong prediction that the
cellularly. According to the feedforward models, a cell’swidth of orientation tuning measured in a simple cell
receptive field geometry should predict the orientationshould be inversely related to the elongation of the ON
selectivity not of its firing rate responses, but of itsand OFF subregions of the receptive field: the longer
summed synaptic inputs from the LGN and therefore ofthe subfields in relation to their widths, the sharper the
its membrane potential. Because of the iceberg effect,
tuning. This relationship can be understood by consider-
the spike responses of simple cells are more narrowly
ing the overlap between a simple cell subfield and a bar
tuned than the synaptic inputs measured from the mem-
stimulus that is rotated slightly away from the preferred brane potential responses (Carandini and Ferster, 2000;
orientation. The longer the subfield, the less the overlap Volgushev et al., 2000). An overestimation of the tuning
will be for a given stimulus orientation, the less the sim- width of spike responses by linear predictions derived
ple cell will respond, and therefore the sharper the tuning from the receptive field maps is therefore expected. If
will be. so, this problem could potentially be corrected by taking
Two critical assumptions of Hubel and Wiesel’s model— account of the iceberg effect through the addition of a
that input from the LGN gives rise to the receptive field simple static nonlinearity, such as threshold. In addition,
structure of simple cells and that the receptive field the accuracy of feedforward models in predicting orien-
structure in turn gives rise to orientation tuning—have tation selectivity should improve when the tuning width
both been tested experimentally. The first assumption of the membrane potentials responses is calculated
is well supported by experimental evidence (Toyama et from the geometry of intracellularly measured receptive
al., 1981; Tanaka, 1983; Reid and Alonso, 1995). The field maps.
second, however, is not: predictions made from simple Volgushev et al. (1996) did just that, comparing intra-
cell subfields architecture produced tuning curves wider cellularly measured tuning width and subfield geometry,
than measured, without adding a significant nonlinearity yet the mismatch between these two properties re-
mained. We have now reexamined the relationship be-
tween orientation tuning and the spatial organization of* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: i-lampl@
northwestern.edu). simple cell receptive fields intracellularly, using re-
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Figure 1. The Orientation Tuning of a Simple Cell in Primary Visual Cortex
(a) A drifting grating (2 Hz, 0.33 cyc/deg, 64% contrast) of optimal orientation (908) evoked 20 mV modulations of the membrane potential and
an elevation of the mean potential. Action potentials rise from the peaks of the response. The vertical dashed line shows the stimulus onset.
(b) A grating at the orthogonal orientation (1808) evoked no clear response.
(c and d) Orientation tuning curves constructed from the mean and modulation of the responses evoked by gratings at 12 different orientations.
Modulation was measured as twice the magnitude of the discrete Fourier transform at the stimulus frequency (F1). The data points were fitted
with sum of two Gaussian curves of the same width, constrained to peak 1808 apart. The error bars and horizontal band show the mean 6
SEM of the responses and of the spontaneous activity.
ceptive field maps of increased resolution and orienta- lations of the membrane potential at the stimulus tempo-
tion measurements that encompass the complete set ral frequency (2 Hz). The mean peak-to-peak amplitude
of geniculate inputs. With these methods, a nearly one- of the optimal response was nearly 30 mV in this cell;
to-one relationship between predicted and measured in the sample of 18 cells, it averaged 11.7 6 1.3 mV.
orientation tuning width emerges. These results suggest Action potentials rose off the peaks of the responses,
that it may indeed be possible to account for a significant with the maximum firing rate averaging 157 6 9 spikes/s
portion of orientation selectivity with a relatively simple in 12 cells (including only those cells that fired reliably).
feedforward mechanism. In Figure 1, since the modulation is largely composed
of depolarizations from the resting potential, the mean
potential rises by almost 15 mV. An orthogonally ori-Results
ented stimulus (1808) evoked responses of less than 2
mV in amplitude (Figure 1b). At each of 12 (or in mostMeasured Orientation Tuning Curves
cells, 18) equally spaced orientations, we measured theThe response of a simple cell to a high-contrast (64%),
mean response potential and the peak-to-peak ampli-sinusoidal grating, drifting at the preferred orientation
tude of the sinusoidal component at the stimulus fre-(vertical, or 908) and spatial frequency (0.33 cyc/deg) is
quency (F1 component). Both the mean and modulationshown in the Figure 1a. As in all simple cells (Jagadeesh
et al., 1993), the grating evoked nearly sinusoidal modu- (F1) component of the responses are well tuned for ori-
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entation (Figures 1c and 1d), with similar preferred orien- chosen, centered on the peak of the largest response.
(2) For each response, the mean potential within this 10tations and tuning widths (Carandini and Ferster, 2000).
Both components are also strongly selective for direc- ms window was calculated. (3) The resting potential was
taken to be the median potential of the 200 averagedtion, with gratings at 908 (rightward motion) evoking a
much larger response than gratings at 2708 (leftward responses. The median (which was within 0.2 mV of the
mean) gave a good estimate of the resting potentialmotion). To quantify the degree of orientation tuning,
each curve is fitted with the sum of two Gaussians of since for much more than half of the stimulus sequence
the membrane potential stayed near rest. This was theidentical width, constrained to peak 1808 apart from one
another: case because most of the pixels lay outside the re-
ceptive field and therefore evoked no detectable re-
sponse. (4) The response value was taken to be ther(u) 5 ro 1 rpe
ku2upl2
2s2 1 rne
ku2up1180l2
2s2 (1)
mean of the 10 ms window minus the resting potential.
The resulting 200 values (100 ON and 100 OFF) arewhere r(u) is the response at orientation u, ro is the offset,
presented as pseudocolored contour maps, one for ONrp is the response at the preferred orientation, rn is the
and one for OFF in Figure 2c. The maps of Figure 2cresponse at the same orientation but opposite direction
show clear ON and OFF regions, displaced laterally fromof motion, s is the width of the Gaussians, and angular
one another by approximately the widths of the regionsbrackets indicate orientation values between 08 and 1808
themselves. In addition, there are areas of small (, 2(Carandini and Ferster, 2000).
mV) hyperpolarizing responses scattered throughout
the map (light blue), many of them with little apparentMapping Simple Cells Receptive Field
relation to the receptive field defined by the depolarizingPrecise maps of the receptive field were constructed
responses. As is required by the definition of simplefrom the responses to small, rapidly flashed spots
cells, the ON and OFF regions of the receptive field do(Jones and Palmer, 1987a; DeAngelis et al., 1993; Reid
not overlap significantly. This is more easily seen inand Alonso, 1995; Volgushev et al., 1996; Hirsch et al.,
Figure 2e, where depolarizing ON responses are colored1998; Bringuier et al., 1999; Gardner et al., 1999). A
red, depolarizing OFF responses green, and ON/OFFsquare area of the screen (for this cell, 48 3 48), which
regions yellow. Although these combined maps are use-included the receptive field, was divided into a 10 3 10
ful for depicting the spatial relationship of the ON andgrid of small squares, or grid pixels. The luminance of
OFF regions (Figure 4), they eliminate information aboutone pixel at a time was then modulated to be either
the hyperpolarizing responses of the cell and so weretwice the background luminance of the screen (ON stim-
not used for predicting orientation selectivity.ulus) or 0 luminance (OFF stimulus) for 50 ms, with an
8 ms interstimulus interval. In each trial, the 100 ON and
100 OFF stimuli were presented once in a pseudoran- Prediction of Orientation Selectivity
dom sequence. The complete sequence of stimuli was To predict orientation selectivity from the receptive field
repeated many times, each time with a different pseudo- maps of Figure 2d, we have made the simplest assump-
random order. Portions of two different sequences are tions possible: (1) that the response to any image is
shown in Figure 2a, with each portion aligned on the equal to the sum of the inputs from individual pixels of
occurrence of a dark stimulus in the eighth row and the receptive field, and (2) that the input from each pixel
fourth column of the grid. (in mV) can be determined from its response to the ON
Responses to single stimuli (Figure 2a) were often and OFF flashing stimuli and from the instantaneous
comparable in size to the spontaneous membrane po- contrast of the image at that pixel.
tential fluctuations (data not shown). Clear depolariza- We first determine Rij, the grating-evoked input from
tions emerged, however, when responses were aver- the pixel in the ith row and jth column. The contrast at
aged across multiple trials (Figure 2a, bottom trace). In each pixel passes through a large range (664%) as the
the population of 18 cells, the maximal spot response grating drifts by, whereas we have explicitly tested the
averaged 6.3 6 0.9 mV, had a latency of 35 6 2 ms, and responses of each pixel with only two contrasts, a bright
had a time to peak of 63 6 5 ms. For each cell, the stimulus at 1100% contrast and a dark stimulus at
latency of the responses increased by no more than 12 2100% contrast. We must therefore estimate the com-
ms from the center of the receptive field to periphery. plete contrast-response function for each pixel from the
The instantaneous firing rate at the peak of the largest amplitude of the flashing-spot responses, Ron and Roff.
response averaged 16 6 1.2 spikes/s (n 5 12), which The simplest assumption is that the response to each
was approximately ten times smaller than the peak firing pixel is proportional to contrast, but with a different
rate evoked by an optimal grating stimulus. constant of proportionality for positive and negative
Averaged responses for each of the 200 different stim- contrasts: Ron for positive contrast (ON responses) and
uli in the sequence are shown in Figure 2b, arranged Roff for negative contrasts (OFF responses). Thus,
according to stimulus location (red, bright stimuli; green,
dark stimuli). Clear responses to the ON stimuli are visi-
ble in the lower portion of the fifth, sixth, and seventh Rij(c) 5 1Ronij · c, if c . 0Roffij · c, if c , 02, (2)columns. Somewhat larger responses to the OFF stimuli
are visible in the corresponding portions of the third,
fourth, and fifth columns. To measure the amplitude of where R(c) is the instantaneous membrane depolariza-
tion evoked by a stimulus of contrast c. Two resultingthe ON and OFF responses at each pixel, we performed
the following calculation. (1) A 10 ms time window was contrast-response curves are shown in Figure 3a, one
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Figure 2. Mapping the Receptive Field of a Simple Cell with Flashing Spots
(a) The response of the simple cell in Figure 1 to small, briefly flashed bright (ON) and dark (OFF) spot stimuli. Stimuli were 0.48 square on a
10 3 10 grid. Horizontal lines show the onset of each spot. The stimuli were presented in a pseudorandom sequence; gray boxes show the
location of each stimulus. The two traces show portions of the complete sequence of 200 stimuli for two different trials, aligned on the
occurrence of a dark stimulus in the eighth row and fourth column of grid (vertical dashed line). The average of 26 such trials (with spikes
removed) is shown in the bottom trace.
(b) Averaged responses to the 100 ON (red) and the 100 OFF (green) stimuli. Stimulus onset is at the start of each trace.
(c) Two pseudocolor maps constructed from the amplitudes of the responses in (b) (see text). Dashed rectangular lines marked the area used
for improved measurements shown in Figure 5.
(d) Pseudocolor maps constructed from the responses in (b) after zeroing nonsignificant responses with a statistical test (see text).
(e) A pseudocolor map constructed from the depolarizing responses of (b), with OFF responses in green and ON responses in red.
for a pixel in the ON region (solid curve), and one for a curves above, Rij(t,u,sf), the response to the grating of
the pixel in the ith row and jth column will bepixel in the OFF region (broken curve). The different
colors for the right and left halves of the curves indicate
Rij(t,u,sf) 5that they are derived separately from the spot re-
sponses, Ron and Roff, which are indicated by the closed
symbols. Note that for the ON region, we have illustrated
a negative response to the OFF stimulus (and vice versa). 10.64Ronij · sin(2pft 1 i`j(u,sf)), if sin(2pft 1 i`j(u,sf)) . 00.64Roffij · sin(2pft 1 i`j(u,sf)), if sin(2pft 1 i`j(u,sf)) . 02,In some pixels, however, such responses can have zero
or even small positive amplitudes.
Once the contrast-response function is specified, it (3)
is then possible to derive the change in membrane po-
tential evoked by a sinusoidal modulation of contrast at where u is the stimulus orientation, sf is spatial fre-
quency, f is the temporal frequency, and ` is the tempo-a pixel. Knowing the time course of the contrast at each
pixel (a 2 Hz, sinusoidal modulation of 64% amplitude), ral phase. The positive and negative portions of the
response to the sinusoid are scaled separately, ac-at each point in time we merely read off the change in
membrane potential from the pixel’s contrast-response cording to the slope of the linear response curve for the
ON and OFF flashing stimuli. This response is illustratedcurve. Given the equation for the contrast-response
Receptive Field Structure and Orientation Tuning
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Figure 3. Predictions of the Orientation Selectivity of the Simple Cell in Figures 1 and 2 from Its Receptive Field Map
(a) Model contrast-response curves for one ON (solid line) and one OFF (dashed line) pixel in the receptive field map of the cell. Three points
are defined in each curve by the response to a bright stimulus (1100% contrast), a dark stimulus (2100% contrast), and zero. The three
points are connected in the assumption that the response is proportional to contrast for any bright stimulus and for any dark stimulus, but
with a different gain for each.
(b) A 3D representation of the contrast and response as a function of time for an ON pixel (grating contrast 5 64%). At each point in time,
the response is related to contrast according to the contrast-response curve in (a).
(c and d) The predicted responses of all 100 pixels of the cell in Figure 2 to a drifting grating of the preferred and orthogonal orientation (gray
curves), together with the sum of these responses (blue curves). Grating spatial frequency is the same as in Figures 1 and 2.
(e) The orientation tuning curve derived from the peak-to-peak amplitude of the F1 component of the predicted responses to the grating at
12 different orientations (closed symbols), together with a Gaussian fit to the points (solid curve), and the tuning curve for the mean of the
predicted responses (dashed line).
(f) The measured orientation tuning curve for the F1 component of the cell’s responses (red points and curve, the same curve of Figure 1d),
together with the Gaussian fit from (d) (blue curve), which has been vertically scaled—to match the maximum of the red curve.
in Figure 3b for the ON pixel of Figure 2a. The yellow, contrast as a function of time (bottom face); the contrast-
response curve taken from Figure 3a (front face); andblue-filled curve is a three-dimensional (3D) plot of stim-
ulus contrast and cell response amplitude as a function the resulting response as a function of time (left-hand
face).of time, as determined by the contrast-response func-
tion of Figure 3a. Each of the three 2D plots on the Once Rij(t,u, sf), the predicted responses to a drifting
grating of the individual pixels (Equation 3), are deter-graph faces are projections of this 3D plot: the stimulus
Neuron
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mined, the overall response of the cell can be calculated tion can be seen in Figure 3f, where the Gaussian fit to
by summing over i and j. The gray curves in Figures 3c the predicted responses (blue curve) has been scaled
and 3d show all 100 Rij(t,u, sf) for the cell in Figure 2 for vertically to match in height the Gaussian fit to the mea-
drifting gratings of the preferred and orthogonal orienta- sured data (red curve). In addition to their widths, the
tions (at the same spatial frequency as in Figure 1). Note predicted and measured tuning curves resemble one
that the Rij(t,u, sf) are identical in time course for the two another in their vertical offsets. At the nonpreferred ori-
orientations. Their relative timing, however, depends on entations, the measured response amplitude falls to
the relative phase of the contrast modulation at each 15% of the preferred response, compared to 25% for
pixel, which in turn depends on the relative position of the predicted response.
the pixel and on the orientation and spatial frequency Three additional examples of simple cell receptive
of the grating. In Figure 3c, when the grating is at the field maps are shown in Figure 4, along with predicted
preferred orientation, parallel to the long axis of the and measured orientation tuning curves. Note that the
receptive fields, the depolarizing phases of the re- patchiness of the subfields is exaggerated in the pseu-
sponses of the pixels located within the receptive field docolor maps by the contouring algorithm. As in Figure
are nearly synchronized. As a result, the response of 3, the measured tuning curves (filled symbols and red
the cell as calculated from the sum of the individual pixel curve) are plotted together with a vertically scaled copy
responses, SRij(t,u,sf) (blue curve), is strongly modulated of the Gaussian fit to the predicted responses (blue
as well. For the nonpreferred orientation, however, the curve). The subregions of the cells in Figure 4 are more
responses at the different pixels are modulated out of elongated than those of the cell in Figure 3. Conse-
phase with one another (Figure 3d, gray curves), so that quently, the predicted orientation tuning widths are nar-
their sum is only weakly modulated (blue curve). rower (238, 188 and 348). The cells also differ in the relative
This calculation of the response to the grating as a strength of the ON and OFF responses. Despite these
function of time was repeated for the same grating orien- differences, the Gaussian width of the predicted orienta-
tations as were experimentally tested. An orientation tion tuning curve is similar to that of the measured tuning
tuning curve of the peak-to-peak amplitude of the curve (248, 228 and 338) for each of the cells. Offsets are
F1component of the predicted responses (closed sym- also reasonable well predicted.
bols), together with a Gaussian fit derived from Equation Predicted and measured values for preferred orienta-
1 (solid curve), is shown in Figure 3e. For all orientations, tion (as derived from fits to Equation 1) are plotted
the predicted change in mean membrane potential against one another in Figure 5a for 18 cells. As found
(dashed line) was not dependent on orientation (see previously (Jones and Palmer, 1987a; Volgushev et al.,
Discussion). The predicted F1 responses are strongly 1996; Gardner et al., 1999), the predicted orientation
tuned for orientation with a preferred orientation only 78 matches the measured value closely (mean difference,
away from that of the measured responses (Figure 3f, 2.08 6 2.48). The width of orientation tuning is also accu-
red [taken from Figure 1d]). The cell’s preference for rately predicted from the receptive field map (Figure
nearly vertical gratings emerges from the two subfields 5b): a least squares fit to a graph of predicted against
being elongated vertically and displaced from one an- measured tuning width (Figure 5b) had a slope of 0.93
other horizontally. The subfields’ elongation is modest, and R2 of 0.54.
however—their lengths being less than twice their Predicted vertical offsets of the tuning curves, ex-
widths—and so the predicted tuning width is quite pressed as a fraction of the peak response (r0/rp in Equa-
broad. tion 1), are plotted against measured offsets in Figure
There are two major differences between the mea- 5c. The measured offsets are relatively small, averaging
sured curve (Figure 3f, red) and predicted curve (Figure just 22% of the peak response, and the measured points
3e, blue). The first difference lies in the absolute ampli- cluster around the diagonal. The correlation between
tudes of these curves. Over the population, the mea-
data and model for this parameter is not as strong as
sured responses (F1) at the preferred orientation aver-
it is for tuning width, but this might be expected given
aged 11.7 6 1.3 mV, while the predicted responses
that the measurements of the small, null responses onmeasured 46.7 6 7.0 mV (see Discussion). Second, the
which the determination of the offset depends are pro-two curves differ in direction selectivity. The predicted
portionately more susceptible to noise. A paired t testresponses are necessarily insensitive to the direction of
shows that the mean difference between the measuredstimulus motion because we did not take into account
and predicted offsets is not significant (p . 0.05).the time course of the responses to the flashing stimuli
Finally, shown in Figure 5d is the tuning width (half-(McLean and Palmer, 1989; Albrecht and Geisler, 1991;
width at half-height) for model and data measured notReid et al., 1991; Saul and Humphrey, 1992; DeAngelis et
relative to the offset in the tuning curve (as is theal., 1993; Jagasdeesh et al., 1997), but instead measured
Gaussian width), but relative to zero. This measure,only their amplitudes . Nevertheless, the width of tuning
which we refer to as “overall width,” is affected both byof the predicted responses is very similar to that of the
the r0 and s parameters of Equation 1: the greater r0,measured responses. To compare the predicted and
the greater the width will be for a given s. A least squaresmeasured tuning widths, we measured the half-width at
fit to the plot had a slope of 0.95 and R2 of 0.49.half-height of the Gaussian portion of the fitted tuning
curve, that is, the half-width at half-height after sub-
The Effects of Noise on Predicted Orientation Tuningtracting the offset (ro in Equation 1). We refer to this
In addition to noise originating from spontaneous synap-value as the “gaussian width,” which was 468 for the
tic activity, the averaged responses to the flashing stim-measured tuning curve and 428 for the predicted tuning
curve. The similarity between measurement and predic- uli and the resulting receptive field maps contain a signif-
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Figure 4. Receptive Field Maps and Orientation Tuning Curves for Three Additional Simple Cells
(a, d, and g) Averaged responses to spot stimuli (number of trials 5 60, 31 and 30 for [a], [d], and [e]).
(b, e, and h) Pseudocolored receptive field maps as in Figures 2d and 2e.
(c, f, and i) Left: orientation tuning curve derived from the receptive field maps, as in Figure 3d. Right: measured orientation tuning curve (red
symbols and red fitted curve), together with a vertically scaled version of the Gaussian fit to the predicted tuning curve (blue curve).
Neuron
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Figure 5. Measured and Predicted Parame-
ters of the Orientation Tuning Curves Com-
pared for 18 Different Cells
In each case, the parameters are derived from
the Gaussian fits (Equation 1) to the measured
or predicted tuning curves.
(a) Preferred orientation predicted from the
receptive field maps plotted against preferred
orientation measured from each cell.
(b) Predicted orientation tuning width plotted
against measured tuning width. Here, the
“Gaussian width” is plotted, that is, the half-
width at half-height of the Gaussian fit in
Equation 1 after subtraction of the offset, r0.
(c) A comparison of predicted and measured
offsets of the orientation tuning curves (r0/rp
in Equation 1).
(d) Predicted orientation tuning width plotted
against measured tuning width. Here, the
“overall width” is plotted, that is, the half-width
at half-height of the Gaussian fit in Equation
1, without subtraction of the offset.
(e–l) Similar plots as in (a)–(d) obtained after
filtering the maps with two methods: (e-h) sta-
tistical filtering, (i-l) window filtering (see text).
icant artifact that arises from the responses having response. Those responses for which the statistical test
showed a lack of significance (p . 0.05) were set tolasted far longer than the stimuli. The averaged response
in the bottom trace of Figure 2a, for example, extends zero, and the receptive field maps replotted (Figure 2d).
Several features of the statistically filtered receptivewell into the start of the subsequent stimulus. Thus, the
tail of a large response could generate the artifactual field maps indicate that the filter had the intended effect
of eliminating noise without affecting the shape of theappearance of a negative-going, zero latency response
to a stimulus that in reality evokes no real response of receptive field. (1) The statistical filter reduced the extent
of the hyperpolarizing regions, but not on the basis ofits own. An ineffective stimulus will be preceded by a
large response in only a small number of trials, however, amplitude alone. While some large (.2 mV) responses
outside the receptive field were eliminated, other smallersince only a small proportion of stimuli evoke strong
responses. We suspect that the downward-going, zero (,1 mV) ones within the receptive field were not. (2) The
filter had little effect on the shape of the receptive fieldlatency traces in Figure 2b might arise from this artifact.
We have found in simulations that a single random (compare Figures 2c and 2d), presumably because a
relatively tolerant threshold for significance was chosen.response of even modest amplitude located far outside
the receptive field of a cell can significantly affect the (3) The eliminated responses tended to be in single,
isolated pixels. (4) The eliminated responses tended towidth and depth of orientation tuning predicted from the
receptive field map. Therefore, to minimize the effects of have a negative slope starting at 0 latency, as would be
predicted for a tail artifact or randomly timed noise.the tail artifact and of synaptic noise on the predictions,
we attempted to filter out artifactual responses and For most cells, the filter had little effect on the pre-
dicted orientation tuning width. For a few cells, however,noise using two different methods. The first is statistical.
In pixels where a nonzero, averaged response results the filter greatly improved the accuracy of the predic-
tions, in some cases narrowing and in other casesfrom noise or a tail artifact, the response amplitude will
fluctuate significantly from trial-to-trial, being large in broadening the prediction (Figure 5f). As a result, the
slope of the relationship between predicted and mea-only one or a few trials and close to zero in most others.
In contrast, true responses from within the receptive sured Gaussian tuning width was nearly unchanged,
whereas the correlation between the two measures wasfield should have a more consistent amplitude from trial
to trial and rarely fall close to zero. Such differences greatly improved. Between Figure 5b and Figure 5f, the
correlation (R2) increased from 0.54 to 0.79 with no signif-in the distribution of individual trials are amenable to
statistical measures of significance. For each stimulus, icant change in slope.
A second method of reducing the effects of noise andtherefore, we performed a Wilcoxon signed-rank test
on the trial-to-trial fluctuation in response amplitude, tail artifacts in the receptive field maps is simply to
window the 10 3 10 grid to a region immediately sur-testing whether the membrane potential at the response
peak differed significantly from rest. Here, rest is taken rounding the receptive field. For each cell, we drew a
rectangle by eye around the receptive field as definedto be the potential recorded during a 20 ms period imme-
diately following the onset of the stimulus, prior to any by the clusters of depolarizing responses that defined
Receptive Field Structure and Orientation Tuning
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Figure 6. Prediction of Orientation Tuning
Curves for Two Simple Cells at Two Different
Spatial Frequencies
(a) Predicted and measured orientation tun-
ing curves for the cell in Figures 4a–4c at two
different spatial frequencies (SF). Measured
and predicted tuning widths are 22.58 and 248
(above) and 128 and 128 (below).
(b) Predicted and measured orientation tun-
ing curves for the cell in Figures 4g–4i at two
different spatial frequencies. Measured and
predicted tuning widths are 388 and 378
(above) and 348 and 348 (below). In each case,
the predicted curves have been scaled verti-
cally to match the measured curves in height.
Predictions are derived from the receptive
field maps without statistical filtering or win-
dowing.
the subregions (Figure 2c, for example). The method is 6), even for the case in which the widths at the two
spatial frequencies differed by nearly a factor of 2.less objective than the statistical filter, but in all cases
the rectangle was made slightly larger than the receptive
field, whose borders were easily seen in the maps. Pre- Prediction of Spatial Frequency Selectivity
dictions of orientation selectivity were then made from The same methods used to predict orientation selectivity
the pixels within the rectangle. As for the statistical filter, were also applied to the prediction of spatial frequency
most cells were affected little by the windowing. Be- selectivity in six cells (Figure 7). If spatial frequency
cause of a significant effect on the predictions for a tuning depends solely on receptive field geometry, the
few remaining cells, however, the windowing greatly preferred spatial frequency should be related to the width
improved the correlation between predicted and mea- and relative displacement of the subfields in the direc-
sured orientation tuning width (Gaussian width, R2 5 tion perpendicular to the preferred orientation. The pre-
0.88) with little change in the slope of the relationship. dicted tuning curves (open circles) have been scaled
Removing noise artifacts from the records with the vertically to match the peak height of the measured
statistical method slightly worsened the match between tuning curves (closed circles). Note the predicted tuning
predicted and measured offset levels (Figure 5g). Most curves extend only to the Nyquist limit set by the spatial
of the cells still cluster on the diagonal at values less resolution of the receptive field map.
than 0.5. But because the predicted offsets for five cells In many of the curves, the predicted and measured
are considerably larger than the measured values, a preferred spatial frequencies are similar, as is the mea-
paired t test now shows the two measures to be signifi- sured and predicted attenuation at high frequencies
cantly different (p , 0.05). The windowing method re- (Jones and Palmer, 1987b; DeAngelis et al., 1993). The
duces the number of cells with poorly predicted offsets low-frequency limb of the tuning curves is not always
to 2 (Figure 5k), and as for the raw data the two parame- well predicted, however; the low-frequency attenuation
ters are no longer significantly different (p . 0.05). The of the measured responses is often greater than that
prediction of overall tuning width (Figures 5h and 5l) predicted. This effect likely arises from the attenuation of
was improved by both filtering methods, the points be- geniculate cell responses at low frequencies that arises
ing closer to the diagonal and less scattered. from their center-surround organization, but which is
not detected by our receptive field mapping procedure
(Movshon et al., 1978; Jones and Palmer, 1987b). Push-Orientation Tuning at Different Spatial Frequencies
pull inhibition could also contribute to the low-frequencyIn the feedforward models, orientation tuning is not a
attenuation of responses (Troyer et al., 1998).property of the cell alone, but of the cell and the stimulus
together. For grating stimuli, tuning width of the modula-
tion component of the responses is predicted to de- Discussion
crease with increasing spatial frequency (Troyer et al.,
1998). In two cells, therefore (the cells in Figures 4a–4c One of the difficulties with feedforward models of orien-
tation selectivity has been the apparent mismatch be-and 4g–4i), we measured the orientation tuning at two
different spatial frequencies. As predicted, in each cell tween the aspect ratios of simple cell subfields and the
observed sharpness of orientation tuning. If the shapethe tuning width was narrower at the higher spatial fre-
quency (Figure 6). The scaled orientation tuning curves of the subfields is to account for orientation tuning, the
sharper the orientation tuning is, the longer and narrowerpredicted from the maps matched the measured tuning
curves extremely well at both spatial frequencies (Figure the subfields must be. In two experiments in which sim-
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Figure 7. Prediction of Spatial Frequency Tuning Curve from the Structure of the Receptive Fields
Measured (closed circles) and predicted (open circles) spatial frequency tuning curves for six different simple cells. Predicted curves are
normalized to match the peak of the measured responses. Arrows indicate the spatial frequency at which orientation tuning curves were
measured and predicted for these cells.
ple cell orientation tuning and receptive field maps were sponses. (2) We varied the time at which the spot re-
sponse amplitudes were measured. (3) We varied the waymeasured extracellularly, this relationship did not con-
sistently hold (Jones and Palmer, 1987a; Gardner et al., in which response amplitude was measured, applying the
integral of each spot response, instead of the response1999): Orientation tuning was often narrower than that
predicted by the spatial organization of the receptive amplitude measured at a fixed time. Each of these
changes reduced the correlation (R2) of the plots in Fig-field.
One possible reason for this failure of the feedforward ure 5, but had little effect on the slope of the correlation
between predicted and measured values.model is the nonlinearity of the spike threshold. The
spatial organization of the receptive field predicts the Our results differ from those of Volgushev et al. (1996),
who found that predictions of orientation tuning widthorientation selectivity of the synaptic input to a simple
cell, whereas Jones and Palmer (1987a) and Gardner et and offset from the spatial organization of simple cell
receptive fields far exceeded the measured tuningal. (1999) measured orientation selectivity from the spike
output. The “iceberg” effect, however, narrows the tun- widths, even when measured intracellularly. A number
of differences in methods may explain the differencesing width of the spike output considerably, relative to
that of the synaptic input (Anderson et al., 2000; Caran- in results. (1) The spot stimuli we used were 10-fold
shorter in duration (50 ms). The shorter duration allowsdini and Ferster, 2000; Volgushev et al., 2000). Therefore,
while the linear feedforward model can predict the orien- for many more repetitions per stimulus, substantially
reducing the noise in the averaged responses, whichtation tuning of the evoked changes in membrane poten-
tial, a static nonlinearity similar in character to threshold we found in simulations can markedly reduce the accu-
racy of the predictions. (2) The spot stimuli we usedmust be added in order to predict the orientation tuning
of the spikes responses (Gardner et al., 1999). In addi- were smaller, resulting in maps of finer resolution. The
smaller, briefer stimuli also evoke fewer spikes in corticaltion, the maps themselves, when derived from spike
rates, may also suffer from a considerable iceberg effect cells. Since the goal of the experiment is to map the
orientation-insensitive excitatory input to a simple cell,(Bringuier et al., 1999).
Our results show that there is indeed a very strong and the responses of orientation selective cortical cells
should be kept to a minimum. The relatively low levelspredictable relationship between intracellularly measured
and predicted orientation tuning width (Figures 5b, 5e, of push-pull inhibition (Ferster, 1988; Hirsch et al., 1998)
present in our records suggest that the stimuli indeedand 5h). The spatial organization of the receptive field,
whether it arises predominately from geniculate input evoked few spikes in cortical cells. (3) We measured
orientation selectivity using drifting gratings (rather thanor from a combination of geniculate and cortical input,
can therefore account for the preferred orientation and flashing bars), which stimulate the entire receptive field
rather than just a small portion of it. (4) We used athe orientation tuning width of the cell. This conclusion
depends little on the details of the prediction method. different time window for measuring the amplitude of
the responses.We have varied several aspects of the calculation (data
not shown). (1) We varied the resting membrane poten- Another difference between our results and those of
Volgushev et al. (1996) is in the predicted offset of thetial used to calculate the amplitude of the spot re-
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orientation tuning curve (measured as “depth of tuning” begins to fall below the summed responses to the indi-
vidual spots.by Volgushev et al.). The average measured offset (nor-
malized to the peak response) was 0.22 6 0.02, com- Another mechanism that might account for the incor-
rect predictions of response amplitude is saturation ofpared to an average predicted offset of between 0.26
and 0.35, depending on which method of filtering was the responses of geniculate neurons. The LGN re-
sponses to small, briefly flashed spots will be in theapplied to the maps. Thus, the untuned portion of the
tuning curves was small compared to the tuned portion, linear range, whereas the response to high-contrast
drifting gratings will be close to saturation levels so thatand that small portion was reasonably well treated by
the model in the majority of cells, well enough, at least, linear extrapolation will overestimate the response to
the grating stimulus. Both geniculate response satura-so that the overall tuning width (Figures 5d, 5h, and 5k)
was also well predicted by the model. tion and contrast normalization, however, are orientation
invariant mechanisms, and so should have little effectOur simple calculation of orientation tuning is by no
means a complete model of the simple cell, but merely on the prediction of orientation tuning width.
Finally, the simple calculation that we have employed,an attempt to determine how much of a simple cell’s
response can be accounted for by a simple feedforward because of its static nature, cannot predict the direction
selectivity of the neurons we have studied. Some cells,calculation. An important aspect of simple cell orienta-
tion tuning that the model fails to predict is the flat however, do show late spot responses (.100 ms la-
tency; data not shown), which give rise to the spatiotem-tuning of the DC component of the responses (Figure
3c, dashed line). This property is inherent to all linear poral inseparability often seen in simple cells (McLean
and Palmer, 1989; Albrecht and Geisler, 1991; Reid etfeedforward models of orientation based exclusively on
LGN inputs (Ferster and Miller, 2000): the average re- al., 1991; Saul and Humphrey, 1992; DeAngelis et al.,
1993; Jagasdeesh et al., 1997). Furthermore, the space-sponse of each input is orientation insensitive, and so
the average of the sum of many such inputs must also time receptive field map is, in line with these previous
papers, often oriented in the direction that correctly pre-be orientation insensitive. Therefore, only the modula-
tion, or F1 component of the response can be orientation dicts the preferred direction of the cell. The late re-
sponses, however, were often smaller and more variableselective. The DC component of the real input to a simple
cell (Figure 1c), in contrast, is tuned for orientation, with than were the early (,100 ms latency) responses on
which we based our predictions of orientation tuning.preferred orientation similar to that of the F1 component
(Carandini and Ferster, 2000). This tuning could arise We suspect that much more averaging than we were
able to do would be necessary to measure the late re-from frequency-dependent nonlinear interaction among
the geniculate inputs (for example, from NMDA recep- sponses accurately enough to predict correctly the de-
gree of direction selectivity.tors) such that the inputs are enhanced at the preferred
orientation when they fire synchronously. Some evi- Both feedforward (Troyer et al., 1998) and feedback
(Douglas and Martin, 1991; Ben-Yishai et al., 1995;dence for the enhancement of simultaneous inputs
comes from Alonso et al. (1996). Tuning of the DC com- Douglas et al., 1995; Somers et al., 1995; Suarez et al.,
1995; Hansel and Sompolinsky, 1996; Ben-Yishai et al.,ponent could also arise from intracortical input from
other orientation selective cells, which either excite the 1997; Adorja´n et al., 1999) models of cortical function
have been successful at predicting important propertiessimple cell at the preferred orientation or inhibit it at
the nonpreferred orientation. These two inputs may be of cortical neurons, including the contrast invariance of
orientation tuning (for review, see Ferster and Miller,relevant to contrast invariance of orientation selectivity
(Skottun et al., 1987; for review, see Ferster and Miller, 2000). What most clearly distinguishes the feedforward
model is its dependence on the geometry of simple cell2000). Finally, tuning of the DC component could arise
from rectification of the F1 response at the preferred receptive fields for establishing orientation selectivity,
compared to the feedback models’ dependence on theorientation. It is possible that were it not for the grating
response saturating at the inhibitory reversal potential, geometry of cortical circuitry. Our results keep open the
possibility that orientation tuning may indeed be heavilythe membrane potential would fall as far below rest
during the inhibitory phase of the response as it rises dependent on receptive field geometry in a manner that
is predicted by feedforward models.above rest during the excitatory phase.
A second shortcoming of the simple feedforward cal-
culation is that it does not include any provisions to Experimental Procedures
account for the overestimates the grating response am-
Experiments were performed on adult cats anesthetized with so-plitude (Figures 3 and 4). One possible explanation is
dium thiopental and paralyzed with gallamine triethiodide (Lampl etcontrast normalization. A high-contrast grating that cov-
al., 1999). Intracellular, current-clamp recordings were obtained withers the receptive field has far higher stimulus energy
conventional sharp microelectrodes pulled from standard borosili-
than a single small spot and will activate contrast nor- cate glass and filled with 2 M potassium acetate (resistance 40–90
malization mechanisms more strongly than does the MV). Recordings were made from area 17, 2–4 mm anterior to the
spot (Albrecht and Geisler, 1991; DeAngelis et al., 1992; representation of the area centralis, and 2 mm from the midline.
Simple cells were identified as those cells with distinct ON andHeeger, 1992; Carandini et al., 1997), scaling down the
OFF subregions in their receptive fields. Quality of recordings wasactual response relative to the sum of the inputs from
assessed by stability in spike height, resting potential, and size ofthe individual pixels. Such normalization is evident in
visually evoked synaptic potentials.
preliminary experiments in which we presented multiple Visual stimuli were generated on a Macintosh computer running
flashed spots within simple cell receptive fields. As the Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) and the Psychophysics Tool-
box (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) and presented on a computer moni-number of such spots is increased, the response quickly
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tor (120 Hz refresh rate, 20 cd/m2 mean luminance) placed 50 cm and nonlinear contributions to orientation tuning of simple cells in
the cat’s striate cortex. Vis. Neurosci. 16, 1115–1121.from the cat’s eyes. Potentials were low-pass filtered, digitized at
4096 Hz, and stored for further analysis. Prior to all analyses, spikes Hansel, D., and Sompolinsky, H. (1996). Chaos and synchrony in a
were removed from the records by interpolation. All data are re- model of a hypercolumn in visual cortex. J. Comp. Neurosci. 3, 7–34.
ported as mean 6 SEM. Heeger, D.J. (1992). Normalization of cell responses in cat striate
cortex. Vis. Neurosci. 9, 181–197.
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